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Warm-Up & Interrupt

Deep Forearm Massage

LEADERSHIP
REFERENCE TOOL

 Increase circulation and recovery
 Restore fatigued muscle tissue
 Warm-up hands and arms for forearm stretches
and hand intensive use
 Interrupt gripping and other hand intensive use

EXERCISE DESCRIPTION
Grip your forearm at its widest point. With your fingertips and
thumb, kneed the muscles on the top and bottom of the forearm
with a rotational movement as though you are throttling a
motorcycle. Rotate the palm of your extended arm up and down for
a deeper massage. Perform 10-15 rotations, do twice on each side.
To see a video of this exercise visit: https://vimeo.com/254729750

COMMON MISTAKES
Not Gripping and Kneading Hard Enough
Reduces effectiveness of the exercise.

Rubbing on Skin
Can cause uncomfortable friction on the surface
of the skin and doesn’t accomplish muscle
massage.
Solution
Squeeze slightly tighter and ensure fingers are
not sliding on the skin. Rotate forearm to help
muscle roll under the fingers.

Solution
If possible, roll up sleeves and ensure a
firm grip around the thickest region of the
forearm muscles. Moving the muscle bellies
of the forearm around adequately should feel
moderately uncomfortable if done properly.
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Deep Forearm Massage (cont.)
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Coaching Tip: Prior to performing any hands-on coaching or physical guidance to the participant, ask
permission to touch them, explaining that you want to guide them into improved positioning.

COACHING POINTS
Not Gripping and Kneading
Hard Enough
Verbally coach the participant
to avoid simply sliding their
hand over their clothing or skin
when performing this exercise.
Remember to stay over the
thickest part of the muscle.

Rubbing on Skin
Guide the participant to focus
on rotating the forearm being
massaged, rather than moving
the wrist and hand of the
gripping arm.

MODIFICATIONS
 If participant has pain with this exercise, loosen the grip and don’t be as aggressive with the
massage.

If a participant continues to experience pain after correcting technique and modifying the
exercise, consult with a MoveSafe Specialist or other health care practitioner.
For more information on benefits, common errors, corrections and modifications associated with this
exercise, view the In Depth Exercise video at https://vimeo.com/203334328
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 Release tension in forearm muscles
 Increase blood flow to forearms,
wrists & hands
 Interrupt wrist and hand intensive tasks

EXERCISE DESCRIPTION
Extend your arms out directly in front of you with
the elbows straight and palms facing down. Bend
the wrists/hands down as far as you comfortably
can and hold for ten seconds, (two breaths). You
should feel a stretch on the back of the wrists
and forearm. Follow this by bending the wrists/hands up and holding
for another ten seconds (two breaths).You should feel the stretch on the
underside of the wrists and forearm. Complete this routine three times.
Shake arms out after stretching. (Recommend Deep Forearm Massage
prior to this exercise).
To see a video of this exercise visit: https://vimeo.com/255088766

COMMON MISTAKES
Elbows Bent
Reduces the effectiveness of the stretch

Arms Too High or Back Extended
Keep elbows locked straight when performing
this exercise.

Solution
Puts excessive stress on the shoulders
and/or back

Solution
Stand upright with core lightly tensed and hold
arms directly out in front so they are parallel to
the floor.
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Coaching Tip: Prior to performing any hands-on coaching or physical guidance to the participant,
ask permission to touch them, explaining that you want to guide them into improved positioning.

COACHING POINTS
Elbows Bent
Verbally guide the participant to fully extend their
elbows in order to get maximum benefit from this
stretch.

Arms Too High or Back Extended
Verbally or physically guide the participant
to maintain an upright posture with the arms
positioned at a horizontal position.

MODIFICATIONS:
 If participants have wrist pain, focus on keeping the elbows
straight and only flex or extend the wrist through the pain-free
range.
 For pain in the shoulders or upper back, lower the arms slightly
while keeping the elbows straight and anchor the shoulders.
 If participants are not adequately feeling the stretch, ensure their
elbow is fully straight and have them apply gentle over-pressure
with the other hand, stretching each forearm separately in both
directions.

If a participant continues to experience pain after correcting technique and modifying the
exercise, consult with a MoveSafe Specialist or other health care practitioner.
For more information on benefits, common errors, corrections and modifications associated with this
exercise, view the In Depth Exercise video at: https://vimeo.com/203334624

